Saturday Morning: Visiting Nateete School

Some things have changed... like the inspirational notices around the site.
Students came into school to greet us, even though it wasn’t a school day.
Nateete – a school of sanctuary in 2017

Some of the students who are Somali refugees. Uganda has been particularly good at accepting refugees from Ruanda, The Congo, Sudan and Somalia.
Another change, as a result of the refugees receiving sanctuary in Uganda and at Nateete, is that the United Nations have paid for a new toilet block. For the first time they will have flushing toilets. But they are not quite open yet, so for the time being you still have to use a hole in the ground surrounded by flies.
Right now, it is 11am in Uganda, and Foxford students will be starting to teach their first lessons in Nateete school.

This room, photographed on Saturday, will now be full of 54 students keen to learn from our Foxford students.

Check in on the Facebook page or Twitter to find out how things are going.

FB : Foxford to Kampala 2019
Twitter: Foxford School@Foxford School
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Two years later, no real change. Flooding still causes chaos and disease.